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Relativistic electron (RE) beams at high current density (low safety factor, qa) yet very low free-electron
density accessed with D2 secondary injection in the DIII-D and JET tokamak are found to exhibit large-
scale MHD instabilities that benignly terminate the RE beam without measurable first-wall heating. This
scenario thus offers an unexpected alternate pathway to achieve RE mitigation without collisional dissipation.
Benign termination is explained by two synergistic effects. First, during the MHD-driven RE loss events
both experiment and MHD orbit-loss modeling supports a significant increase in the wetted area of the RE
loss. Second, as previously identified at JET and DIII-D, the fast kink loss timescale precludes RE beam
regeneration and the resulting dangerous conversion of magnetic to RE kinetic energy. During the termination
the RE kinetic energy is lost to the wall but the current fully transfers to the cold bulk, enabling benign Ohmic
dissipation of the magnetic energy on longer timescales via a conventional current quench. Hydrogenic (D2)
secondary injection is found to be the only injected species that enables access to the benign termination.
D2 injection: 1) facilitates access to low qa in existing devices (via reduced collisionality & resistivity), 2)
minimizes the RE avalanche by ‘purging’ the high-Z atoms from the RE beam, 3) drives recombination of
the background plasma, reducing the density and Alfven time, thus accelerating the MHD growth. This
phenomenon is found to be accessible when crossing the low qa stability boundary with rising current, falling
toroidal field, or contracting minor radius - the latter being the expected scenario for vertically unstable RE
beams in ITER. While unexpected, this path scales favorably to fusion-grade tokamaks and offers a novel RE
mitigation scenario in principle accessible with the day-one disruption mitigation system (DMS) of ITER.

a)Electronic mail: carlos.pazsoldan@columbia.edu

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Relativistic electrons (REs) excited during a tokamak
disruption are well recognized as a critical concern to
the reliable operation of high-current tokamaks such as
ITER1–4. While the first line of defense is to achieve dis-
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FIG. 1. Peak energy flux measurements in JET from infrared
(IR) thermography. An increasing trend of energy flux with
IRE is found when using high-Z injection, yet dramatically
the energy flux is below the noise floor when D2 injection is
used, despite access to far higher IRE being accessed.

ruption mitigation while avoiding REs in the first place, a
second line of defense is needed to minimize the potential
for damage from any unavoidable RE populations. This
second line of defense is called RE mitigation, and the
baseline ITER strategy for this is the injection of massive
quantities of high-Z atoms (neon) using shattered pellet
injection (SPI)5. Injection of high-Z atoms are intended
to maximize the collisional dissipation level within the
RE beam, and as such reduce the RE current (IRE) as
quickly as possible. Unfortunately, the collisional ap-
proach is challenged by low rates of high-Z assimilation
into the RE beam (slowing collisional damping)6–8 as well
as the acceleration of the vertical instability9,10. This fi-
nal effect is predicted to cause the termination of the
ITER RE beam on the first wall to occur at the same
IRE regardless of the high-Z quantity assimilated11,12.
New approaches to the RE mitigation problem are thus
needed.

Recent observations on DIII-D13 and JET14 reveal
a promising alternate pathway for mature RE beam
mitigation by: 1) injecting D2 to recombine the back-
ground plasma, reducing density (ne) and decreasing the
Alfven time (τA), and 2) crossing the low qa stability
boundary15–19 with low ne/τA to excite large-scale and
fast current-driven MHD instabilities. Strikingly, despite
termination in JET of RE currents (IRE) up to 1.5 MA
and magnetic energies (Emag ∝ IRE

2) up to 6 MJ the
energy flux to the first-wall is found to be below the
thermography noise floor for these “D2+MHD” termi-
nation events, as shown in Fig. 1. This figure also shows
that these levels of IRE and Emag are well above that
which drives significant energy fluxes with the baseline
high-Z RE mitigation scheme. These results are favor-
able for ITER, though its challenge will be greater since
50x more Emag must be managed while only allowing
peak heat fluxes a few times greater than the JET ther-
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FIG. 2. Observation of “D2+MHD” loss events in DIII-D
and JET. Access to relatively low qa in the presence of a re-
combined plasma state resulting from D2 injection promotes
large-scale and fast current-driven MHD instabilities that ter-
minate the RE beam in a second disruption. These early ex-
amples reach low qa by increasing IP , but later cases find the
same dynamics with contracting minor radius at constant IP
to decrease qa.

mography noise floor. These discharges demonstrate a
novel approach to RE beam mitigation which will be the
subject of this work to understand and extrapolate to
ITER.

Before describing the detailed phenomenology, Fig.
2 shows the basic features of RE mitigation with the
D2+MHD approach on DIII-D and JET. The basic fea-
tures are the same on both devices. First, REs are in-
tentionally created for study using Ar primary injection
to trigger the RE-producing disruption. Shortly follow-
ing the Ar primary injection, a secondary D2 injection
is delivered (via SPI or massive gas injection, MGI) that
immediately recombines the background plasma20. The
recombined background plasma expels the residual Ar
impurity21 and yields a relatively collisionless RE beam
state, which can then evolve towards current-driven in-
stability. In these examples, a fixed loop voltage (Vloop)
combined with the reduced collisionality (resistivity) in-
creases IRE until a current limit (low qa limit) is reached.
A fast and large-scale MHD (δB/B) instability is ac-
cessed, which then effectively causes a second disruption
of the plasma and drives sudden and complete RE loss
to the first-wall. Surprisingly, the large-scale δB/B and
total loss is in fact found to minimize the wall heating,
owing to a larger RE impact wetted area and reduction
of kinetic (Ekin) to magnetic (Emag) energy conversion
as will be described in this work. Although the fast kink
has been observed before, most notably during early high
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current RE beams during JET limiter operation in the
1980s, only in the discharges described in this study has
D2 injection been applied and the synergy with the col-
lisionless background plasma state identified. Further-
more those early observations did not benefit from the
increased modeling capability now available for deploy-
ment to understand the foundational mechanisms of this
effect.

This contribution will summarize these findings in
terms of the basic benign termination phenomenology
(Sec. II), discuss MHD modeling of the observed phe-
nomenology (Sec. III), move into discussion of exper-
imental access conditions via databases and controlled
scans (Sec. IV), and conclude with an extrapolation of
this RE mitigation scheme to ITER (Sec. V). This work
expands upon the first discovery of this effect in DIII-D
(reported in Ref.13) by presenting additional MHD mod-
eling and dedicated experimentation, and further pro-
vides additional supporting evidence to the JET data
recently reported in Ref.14.

II. PHENOMENOLOGY OF THE BENIGN
TERMINATION

A detailed description of the phenomenology of the
MHD event in DIII-D and the subsequent deconfinement
of the RE population is given in Ref.13. This descrip-
tion is here summarized and supplemented with corre-
sponding IR thermography images. A comparison of a
high-IRE , low qa, recombined loss event is compared to
a traditional high qa, ionized loss event in Fig. 3. As
with Fig. 2, low qa is here accessed by raising IRE ,
though in later experiments the minor radius a is con-
tracted to access low qa at constant or decreasing IRE

(noting qa ∝ aBT /IP ). Note the interferometer signal
(〈neL〉) reveals the most striking pre-loss indicator of the
benign termination: a lack of free-electron density (ne)
indicating a largely recombined background plasma. As
presented in Ref.21, D2 causing recombination is under-
stood to arise when the energy loss channel for the input
Ohmic power switches from ionization to D2 neutral con-
duction. As neutral conduction begins to dominate, the
bulk temperature (Te) is lowered below the threshold for
ionization, and the plasma recombines. At that point,
the only remaining free electrons are runaways, and the
plasma is very collisionless. The residual small resistiv-
ity is dominated by RE-neutral D2 collisions22. The D2

quantity required to achieve this effect is rather low, and
scales with the Ohmic power density21.

The dynamics of the RE final loss (at t=tloss) are to-
tally different when the plasma is recombined. The re-
combined case shown exhibits two discrete HXR bursts
indicating strong MHD-driven loss (other discharges have
only one), evidenced by a very large δB/B of almost 5%
measured on the high-field side (HFS, as in Fig. 2. The
discrete HXR bursts are followed by an absence of HXR
emission indicating that all REs have been lost. Subse-
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FIG. 3. Comparison of conventional (black) and benign (ma-
genta) RE loss events in DIII-D. The loss event transitions
from a gradual process to a singular event with a large δB/B,
a large HXR flash, a large impact wetted area, and an absence
of persistent IR emission (heating).

quently, the plasma re-ionizes, indicating a transfer of the
RE current back into bulk thermal current. In contrast,
the traditional loss event does not have the large-scale
δB/B, does not have similarly pronounced HXR spikes,
and the HXRs persists during the current quench (CQ)
phase. The presence of HXRs during the current quench
(CQ) indicates the transfer of Emag into RE Ekin, which
is a damaging phenomenon as Emag � Ekin

23–25.

IR camera data (looking opposite the forward-beamed
emission) also included in Fig. 3 illustrates the qualita-
tively different first-wall impact of these two loss sce-
narios. In the conventional scenario discussed in de-
tail in Ref.26, a localized RE impact is found (complete
with carbon dust ejection), followed by persistent wall
IR emission, indicating some localized heating occurred.
The large δB/B loss scenario, in contrast, has a much
larger wetted area as evidenced by the broader impact-
induced emission, followed by little or no dust, and little
or no persistent IR emission. These images thus support
the basic concept that the large-scale δB/B loss events
spread the RE Ekin over a larger wetted area, which will
be later revisited in Sec. III.
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Synchrotron emission (SE) shown in Fig. 4 supports
the interpretation that the RE beam can be suddenly
and totally eliminated by the large-scale δB/B. JET
and DIII-D SE data both show a transition from a con-
ventional crescent-shaped SE pattern to no emission at
all (in the case of JET) or a very weak residual emis-
sion (in DIII-D, with the residual due to thermal visible
bremsstrahlung emission). This transition occurs over
just one camera frame, or under one ms, which is the
same time-scale of the fast δB/B shown in Fig. 3(f).
The SE also reveals the existence of loss events that do
not permanently eliminate the REs, with two incomplete
loss scenarios identified. In the first incomplete loss sce-
nario, the HXR emission is not fully eliminated prior to
the CQ. Persistent HXR during the CQ then indicates
transfer of Emag to Ekin, as shown in Fig. 4(f)-(g). In a
second incomplete loss scenario, a gradual re-emergence
of a tiny remnant beam apperas ‘out of the noise’, as
shown in Fig. 4(b)-(c). This second scenario is observed
only in JET with maximized secondary avalanche gain,
indicating that a tiny unmeasurable remnant RE popula-
tion was re-avalanched to a measurable size. The impact
of the avalanche gain varying from DIII-D to JET to
ITER will be discussed in Sec. V C.

These highlighted discharges are supported by an ex-
tended database of JET RE loss events, shown in Fig. 5,
covering most RE beam terminations of the JET IWL
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FIG. 5. Calculated conversion of Emag to Ekin for JET, with
the high D2 purity (fD) cases showing very low conversion
while the high-Z dominated cases show appreciable conver-
sion. Intermediate mixtures can exhibit both benign and non-
benign terminations.

period14. This database shows that if the D2 purity
(fD) is sufficiently high (D2 being >95% of the injected
atoms), no Emag to Ekin conversion is computed. Where
no conversion is found, the entire RE population is lost
and the current promptly converted into thermal bulk
Ohmic current. Emag is then benignly dissipated as uni-
form radiation from the now conventional thermal CQ13.
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In contrast, as originally reported in Ref.23, the high-Z
cases are computed to convert about half of Emag into
Ekin, which then further deposits as localized heating
(evidenced by Fig. 1)24. This is a very problematic re-
sult for high-Z collisional dissipation, as in both JET and
ITER Emag � Ekin. Figure 5 also shows that intermedi-
ate purity situations can exhibit either outcome, indicat-
ing a critical quantity of D2 is needed. In JET, sufficient
D2 purity is straight forward to achieve by using pure D2

in the secondary SPI. Experimental access to the benign
termination scenario will be discussed in Sec. IV, after
first-principles MHD modeling of the benign termination
is discussed.

III. MHD MODELING OF THE BENIGN
TERMINATION

First-principles MHD modeling captures the essen-
tial features of benign termination phenomenology. Ex-
tended MHD modeling (JOREK30 for JET29, M3D-C131

for DIII-D27,28) shown in Fig. 6 demonstrates that the
near-total deconfinement of the RE beam and transfer of
the RE current into thermal bulk current is well captured
by computational approaches that employ a fluid treat-
ment of the RE population. Both simulations find the
large δB/B drives near-total stochasticity of the plasma,
allowing REs to promptly be lost via parallel transport.
In both simulations, the prompt loss of REs require via
Faraday’s law that the current transfer promptly back
into bulk current. For this to occur, the loss must occur
very rapidly - faster than the secondary avalanche growth
can replace the lost REs. This condition is enabled by
D2 injection, which as will be discussed in Sec. IV both
accelerates the MHD loss events as well as reduces the
secondary avalanche growth rate.

Detailed examination of Fig. 6 reveals that the nature
of the underlying MHD instability is potentially different
in JET and DIII-D, with a double-tearing mode at qa≈5
identified in JET pulse 9513514,29, yet a conventional low
qa (2-3) kink instability found in all DIII-D pulses13,32.
Differences in the expected instability likely arise from
differences in the shape of the RE current profile, with
broader (or hollow) current profiles naturally expected to
exhibit current-driven instability at higher qa than more
peaked profiles33. JET current profiles are inferred to be
broader (or hollow), consistent with the observation of
MHD excitation at higher qa to be shown in Sec. IV.
These contrasting findings suggest that the total MHD
deconfinement and RE-to-bulk current conversion is in-
sensitive to the detailed nature of the MHD instability,
so long as δB/B grows to sufficient size to deconfine the
full RE population and allow the current to transfer to
the Ohmic bulk.

Further MHD and RE transport modeling using the
MARS-F28,32 and KORC34 codes enable elucidation of
the necessary levels of δB/B to deconfine the full RE pop-
ulation and further allows estimation of the wetted area

over which the RE kinetic energy spreads during these
loss events. These calculations are shown for DIII-D in
Fig. 7 and for JET in Fig. 8. This modeling is carried
out by first using the MARS-F code to compute the lin-
ear stability of the RE beam reconstructed equilibrium.
For the MHD stability analysis, the equilibrium is taken
to consist of only the cold bulk, with the current carried
by REs thus ascribed to the bulk plasma. The eigenfunc-
tion of the least stable eigenmode is extracted and used
as the input δB field in later RE transport calculations
with MARS-F and KORC simulations. The magnitude
of the eigenfunction is then arbitrarily scaled, until the
modeled δB at the location of a magnetic sensor approx-
imately matches the experimental poloidal field sensor
measurement. For each δB magnitude, the orbits ex-
pected for a spatially uniform RE distribution at a given
energy (here 10 MeV) and pitch angle (here small, ≈
10◦) are calculated, both through the plasma region as
well as the vacuum region, until they impact the lim-
iter. Note the scaling of a linear instability eigenmode to
an experimental sensor measurement enables significant
simplification of the overall problem, but cannot capture
non-linear effects in the mode structure nor saturation
mechanisms.

Considering DIII-D in Fig. 7, MARS-F modeling sup-
ports a progressively larger fraction of RE loss as δB/B
is increased. At experimentally relevant levels (δB/B
≈ 5%), nearly all RE orbits are lost. The experimen-
tal loss fraction (≈ 100%) is greater than the simulation,
likely due to the longer interaction time (100s µs) than
simulated. These calculations are also for single specific
energy and pitch angle. REs populate a wide distribu-
tion of energy and pitch, so calculations should consider
the expected distribution function to arrive at a more
accurate prediction of the fractional RE loss. MARS-F
modeling predicts an increased wetted area when the RE
beam is deconfined by large-scale δB/B for DIII-D, con-
sistent with Fig. 3. Further evidence for the large wetted
area from spatially distributed HXR sensors in DIII-D is
found in Ref.13.

Considering JET in Fig. 8, both MARS-F and KORC
simulations have been carried out. KORC uses as in-
put the same scaled eigenfunction calculated by MARS-F
linear stability analysis, but it includes a full-orbit treat-
ment of the RE orbit34 while MARS-F uses a guiding
center approach35. This difference also requires a dif-
ferent initialization of the pitch angle, with a constant
magnetic moment used to populate the MARS-F calcu-
lations. Nonetheless, both MARS-F and KORC produce
comparable RE loss fractions, and near total RE loss is
again predicted. Both MARS-F and KORC also recover
the increased wetted area as δB/B is increased. For this
JET discharge note the experimental δB/B is in excess
of 1%, though the large distance from the δB sensor to
the plasma (denoted d) places a large uncertainty on the
δB/B inside the plasma, since the Eigenmode is found
in MARS-F to fall off like δB ∝ d−3.

Finally, it is worth noting that the problem of predict-
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FIG. 6. Non-linear extended MHD modeling with a RE fluid model (M3D-C1 for DIII-D27,28, JOREK for JET29) demonstrate
conversion of RE to bulk current after a large-scale MHD event. The DIII-D instability computed is a conventional qa=2
resistive external kink, while the JET instability computed is a double-tearing mode due to the input hollow current profile.

ing the RE wetted area under the conventional high-Z
dissipation approach is unsolved, with ad-hoc estimates
used in assessments of RE impact for ITER36,37. A no-
table feature of the D2+MHD approach is that it enables
direct computation of the RE wetted area expected for
the various RE orbits. Furthermore, by convolving the
orbits with the expected RE distribution function and us-
ing non-linear extended MHD simulation to predict the
δB/B, a fully first-principles prediction of the first-wall
wetted area and energy loading from RE terminations
should be possible. The implications of these computed
wetted areas for dispersing Ekin of RE beams in ITER
will be discussed in Sec. V.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS TO ACCESS THE
BENIGN TERMINATION

Attention now turns to the experimental conditions
required to access the benign termination scenario, as
access is not guaranteed simply by injecting D2. First,
ensemble databases of DIII-D and JET will be used to
explore the role of IP , qa, and δB/B. This database will
reveal the additional importance of a recombined (low
ne) state in both devices, enabled by hydrogenic (D2) in-
jection. Next, controlled scans in DIII-D and JET will be
used to reinforce the database findings. These scans ex-
plore the role of background plasma composition, current
profile broadness, and the vertical instability.

A. Database Analysis

DIII-D and JET database data demonstrating the ex-
perimental factors correlated with the benign termina-
tion are shown in Fig. 9. The DIII-D database also
includes a collection of non-RE ‘regular’ plasma matched
disruptions. Consideration is first given to low safety
factor access (qa) in Fig. 9(a,b). Low qa access is found
to be facilitated by D2 injection (in that it is statisti-
cally more likely) but significant variation exists. That
is, cases without D2 also can also reach low qa

24,38, and
D2 cases can also (rarely) undergo a loss event at interme-
diate qa (≈ 4− 5). The preponderance of D2 loss events
in both JET and DIII-D however occur at conventionally
low qa (2-3 in DIII-D, 3 in JET). The expectation from
first principles is that the current profile broadness gov-
erns the critical qa for large-scale instability33,39, though
it is difficult to measure the broadness for these near-
circular RE beams40.

Next, the magnitude of δB is shown as a heatmap
against qa and IP in Fig. 9(c,d). Note that as discussed
in Sec. III, a steep radial fall-off is expected, with δB
∝ d−3, where d is the distance from the magnetic axis to
the δB sensor. Nonetheless, we see that in DIII-D a clear
trend of increasing δB/B is found both as qa is lowered
and IP rises. Interestingly, the thermal reference cases
(without REs) are also in-line with this trend, indicat-
ing the δB/B accessed may not be directly influenced by
the RE population. The situation in JET is found to be
much less clear along these axes, with a wide variance of
δB observed even at low qa and high IP . The reason for
this is unclear, but may be due to either sensitivities in
the radial δB fall-off, or a wider variety of current profile
shapes found in JET (ex, both hollow and peaked pro-
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FIG. 7. MARS-F RE-orbit modeling of the RE orbit loss
in DIII-D. Increasing δB/B magnitude drives a progressively
larger fraction of RE orbits to be lost, and these orbits impact
the limiting surface with a progressively larger wetted area.
Experimental δB measured on the HFS sensor is 1 kG, thus
δB/B ≈ 5%.

files) as compared to DIII-D (only peaked profiles). The
current profile effect will be discussed in Sec. IV C.

Finally, a pseudo-growth rate of the instability
(d(δB/B)/dt) is compared. This metric is extracted by
taking the linear growth rate of the δB/B signal, and has
the natural unit of %/ms, since δB/B grows by several
% in less than one ms (see Fig. 3[f]). Here, the find-
ings are clear and consistent for both DIII-D and JET.
D2 cases in both exhibit a markedly faster d(δB/B)/dt,
which is especially true if the plasma is fully recombined
(low 〈neL〉). This is consistent with an Alfvenic growth,
with the fully recombined nature of the equilibrium (low
ne) enabling a particularly fast MHD growth (short τA).
For sufficiently high BT and low ne, the Alfven veloc-
ity can approach the speed of light, indicating the usual
MHD frequency ordering is no longer appropriate. Pre-
vious theoretical work indeed predicted a progressively
faster MHD instability growth rate for RE beams as the
Alfven velocity approached the speed of light41. Particu-
larly interesting in this paradigm are the DIII-D non-RE
reference discharges, which access high δB/B but not
high d(δB/B)/dt, again supporting the key role of re-
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ducing τA.

To conclude, experimental access to the benign ter-
mination in DIII-D and JET is facilitated by: 1) a re-
combined plasma state (enabled by D2 injection), 2) ac-
cess to low qa (more likely with D2 injection), and 3)
high current (facilitated by D2 injection in existing de-
vices). These findings will now be reinforced with con-
trolled scans.
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B. Background Bulk Plasma Composition

Variations of the background plasma composition in
DIII-D and JET reveal the importance of high D2 purity
and potential access limits for too little or too much D2

injection. Figure 10 (left) presents a controlled scan of
the background composition from D2, He, Ar, and non-
RE reference ‘regular’ plasma (few keV bulk tempera-
ture). These plasmas are compressed onto the centerpost
to reduce a and qa at roughly constant IP and BT , recall-
ing qa ∝ aBT /IP . qa is extracted from standard EFIT
reconstructions42. Matched cases are selected which ter-
minate at approximately the same IP and qa, to high-
light the species effect. Both the D2 RE beam and the
non-RE plasma access the large δB/B and disrupt with
a conventional IP -spike. Interestingly, despite He being
considered low-Z, the He dynamics are instead identical
to the high-Z cases shown in Fig. 3 and are not benign,
supporting the role of the recombined background plasma
as opposed to the ion species directly. The conventional
high-Z dissipation case also as expected does not excite a
large δB/B. Interestingly, the non-RE references, while
having the same δB/B, have a much slower d(δB/B)/dt.

Exploring the role of the secondary D2 injection quan-
tity in Fig. 10(right), both a qualitative lower and upper
limit to the requisite D2 quantity is observed in DIII-

D. That is, with too little or too much D2, it is pos-
sible to not access the benign termination. This result
is somewhat troubling, but the limiting phenomena are
fairly clear and so may be amenable to first-principles
extrapolation. Considering the lower limit, the limiting
phenomenon is a lack of recombination. The required
quantities to avoid this outcome depend on the Ohmic
input power and can be estimated for existing devices as
well as ITER from the model presented in Fig.21. The
limiting phenomena at too high a D2 quantity is an in-
hibited access to low qa. What occurs instead is the de-
velopment of minor MHD instabilities at higher qa that
lose the recombined state without ever accessing the large
δB/B. Interestingly, examination if Fig. 10(g) shows a
rise in Vloop ahead of the appearance of the minor in-
stability. As such, the hypothesis is that the increased
dissipation from the higher D2 quantity (via RE-neutral
D2 collisions22) begets a transition back to the high-Z
like loss scenario, though the mechanism for this is not
yet understood. Indeed, the high-Z termination scenario
itself is poorly understood. In JET, D2 is delivered from
the SPI system5 and within its injection quantity lim-
its neither a lower nor an upper bound in D2 injection
quantity is observed. Overall, the high-D2 quantity limit
is highlighted as an important area to understand the
extrapolation of this approach.

While experiments in JET did not find an impact of
the D2 quantity within the explored range, a scan in pri-
mary injection Ar quantity did impact the termination
dynamics as described in Ref.14 and is shown in Fig. 11.
This scan actuates the D2 purity by varying the Ar quan-
tity at constant D2 secondary injection quantity. All pu-
rity levels are found to lead to bulk plasma recombina-
tion and all access the benign termination. However, as
the Ar quantity is increased the radiated power during
the current quench (CQ) is increased, and consequently
the CQ rate and induced electric field is also increased.
The higher electric field combined with the presence of
more bound electron targets increases the computed sec-
ondary avalanche gain43,44, as will be quantified in Sec.
V C. At the highest Ar quantity, the increased avalanche
gain leads to the re-emergence of a tiny (but measur-
able) remnant RE beam after the benign termination, as
pictured in Fig. 4(c). This indicates that the RE loss
induced by the large δB/B was not total - and that the
secondary amplification of the remnant can occur. These
findings motivate further consideration of the impact of
the avalanche gain to the benign termination in ITER as
will be discussed in Sec. V C.

C. Equilibrium Access Paths to Current-Driven Instability

Attention now turns to equilibrium access to the large
δB/B instability, and the impact of crossing the low qa

instability boundary with variable IP , BT , and a dy-
namics in DIII-D, noting qa ∝ aBT /IP . These scans are
motivated by the fact that the early discovery of this ef-
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fect was done with rising IP and fixed a, as shown in
Fig. 213. Conversely, as will be discussed in Sec. V A,
ITER vertically unstable post-disruption RE beams are
expected to access low qa with falling IP but contracting
a. Note the fixed IP falling a path was also used in Fig.
10, but with vertically controlled position.

Dedicated scans in DIII-D shown in Fig. 12 access the

benign termination with variable rates of change of IP
(left), BT (center), and a (right), all of which vary qa.
Considering IP rate of change, Fig. 12(left) shows that
the benign termination can be accessed with both in-
creasing, constant, and slightly decreasing IP . Where IP
is constant, a contraction is used to reduce qa. Note all
cases remained recombined, and so when qa reached 2 the
benign termination immediately took place. Considering
the resultant δB/B, there may be a slightly increase in
δB/B with rising IP , but all cases reach very large δB/B
values near 5%. As such, the rising IP of the early cases
shown in Fig. 2 is not considered to be an essential re-
quirement though it may be a favorable effect. Rising
IP should also broaden the current profile, owing to the
finite time needed for an applied Vloop to penetrate to
the RE beam core.

Variations of BT shown in Fig. 12(center) are also
pursued to examine the role of current profile broadness,
enabled by the fact that falling BT is a significant source
of off-axis current drive via induction45. All cases again
remain recombined. Allowing BT to fall is clearly found
to access the benign termination at higher qa (≈ 3) than
otherwise in DIII-D. Interestingly, the detailed δB/B tra-
jectory is exhibits a two-spike loss with 1 ms delayed
main δB/B spike (see inset). Regardless, this finding
supports the role of a broad q-profile as enabling access
to the benign termination at higher qa and supports the
hypothesis that JET current profiles are systematically
broader than DIII-D ones, thus shifting the final loss qa

distribution higher in JET (as seen in Fig. 9).

Finally, the impact of the vertical displacement event
(VDE) is explored together with changing background
plasma species in Fig. 12(right). With VDE-induced
contracting a the D2 cases are found to access lower qa
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before the final loss instability is triggered. This behav-
ior is reminiscent of the high D2 quantity limit shown
in Fig. 10(right). Also worth noting is that the VDE is
found to be compatible with access to the benign termi-
nation, so long as the other conditions are met. As such,
maintenance of a recombined and collisionless plasma is
again highlighted as an apparent necessary ingredient to
promote access to low qa during the VDE and eventual
excitation of the large-scale δB/B instability required
to enable the benign termination. The underlying rea-
son may be related to the behavior of conventional ‘hot
VDEs’ which due to their collisionless nature compress
faster than they can dissipate their current46.

V. EXTRAPOLATING THE BENIGN TERMINATION
TO ITER

The novel D2+MHD RE mitigation path described in
this work has been demonstrated to be reproducible in
DIII-D and JET, and found in JET to result in minimal
energy loading onto the first wall14. Extrapolation of
these findings to ITER requires separate consideration
of: 1) ITER’s expected vertically unstable equilibrium
evolution; 2) the kinetic energy loading (the large-scale
δB/B dispersion effect, as shown in Figs. 7-8); and 3)
the conversion of magnetic to kinetic energy (ie, Fig. 5)
including the role of secondary generation (avalanche)
after the second disruption. These topics are now treated
in turn.
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trajectory is relatively insensitive to the D2 quantity.

A. Equilibrium Evolution with Vertical Displacement
Event

The equilibrium evolution expected in ITER post-
disruption RE beams is dominated by the expected loss of
vertical control and resultant VDE. If the ITER plasma
is not moved to the neutral point prior to the CQ, only
1 MA of IP drop will cause a loss of vertical control47.
If the ITER plasma is moved to the neutral point (pos-
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sible if one second advance warning is provided), then a
larger IP drop of 5 MA can be permitted if the CQ rate
is slower than 0.5 MA/s47.

Focusing on the more dangerous VDE situation, sim-
ulations by the DINA code48 shown in Fig. 13 find that
low qa (≤ 3) rationals are crossed during the ITER dis-
ruption for both D2 and high-Z (Ne) injection. Indeed, as
discussed in Ref.49, a wide variety of initial RE seed pro-
files and magnitudes resulted in fairly similar equilibrium
evolutions, indicating this is a robust consequence of the
VDE in ITER. DINA simulations find qa = 3 crossing
happens due to VDE-driven cross-sectional area contrac-
tion with relatively little loss of IRE . As such, around
200 MJ of Emag and a several MJ of Ekin must be mit-
igated. If the qa = 3 crossing does not drive instability,
a short while later qa = 2 is crossed, where instability is
effectively guaranteed. While these results appear fairly
robust, it should be acknowledged that the impact of
the VDE growth rate and initial IRE on the mitigation
method described herein are important open questions.
If initial IRE is very low (qa very high), significant area
contraction would be needed to access sufficiently low qa.
If the VDE growth rate is low, other effects may similarly
preclude access to low qa and large-scale δB/B. These
questions merit further dedicated study in existing de-
vices.

If the ITER plasma remains in vertical control after
the CQ, the RE beam may be trivially controlled via
slow Ohmic rampdown (ie, solenoid reversal). Consid-
ering this possibility, a clear benefit of the D2+MHD
path is that since the excitation of the large-scale MHD
is driven by VDE-induced area contraction, a controlled
rampdown should naturally avoid the final loss instabil-
ity. Indeed, the injection of D2 should slow down the CQ
and thus improve the prospects for conventional control.
However, for the rest of this discussion, the VDE scenario
will be assumed.

B. Kinetic Energy Management via Large Wetted Area

While Ekin in ITER is far smaller than Emag, it is still
a concern due to the commonly observed highly-localized
nature of RE strike energy deposition36,50. As such, dis-
persal of even just Ekin requires a large wetted area en-
abled by the large δB/B of the excited instability51. Fig-
ure 14 presents a comparison of experimentally derived
limits to the observed wetted area (as a % of the first-
wall), calculated wetted areas from the MARS-F52 and
KORC34 codes, and ITER expectation of required wet-
ted area to avoid first-wall (Beryllium) melting for an
example 5 MJ Ekin in ITER.

The DIII-D upper-bound experimental estimate in Fig.
14 is taken by assuming the IR flash pattern in Fig. 3
is toroidally symmetric. The JET lower-bound estimate
is taken by converting the IR noise floor of Fig. 1 (0.5
MJ/m2) and scaling it to a minimum wetted area to avoid
detection for an estimated Ekin of 0.5 MJ in JET (surface
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area ≈ 150 m2). It is noteworthy that this yields a re-
quirement for an exceedingly localized RE strike to cause
visible heating from Ekin alone, and further supports
the importance of avoiding conversion of the far larger
Emag to Ekin (described in the next section). ITER es-
timates of tolerable wetted area are made by taking the
per-module blanket energy limits (0.33 MJ for surface
melt, 1.75 MJ for 6 mm deep melt) and scaling to an
example RE Ekin of 10 MJ. While traditionally quoted
ITER Ekin is more like 20-30 MJ25,53, D2 injection also
directly reduces the expected Ekin as compared to high-Z
mitigation. This is because: 1) the collisional dissipation
and thus the coulomb logarithm is reduced, mostly via
fewer bound electrons, and 2) the expulsion of the high-Z
impurity reduces the average RE pitch angle (via reduced
pitch-angle scattering) and thus allows the same current
to be carried by fewer REs. However, these benefits are
compensated somewhat by the higher IRE without col-
lisional dissipation. While detailed calculations should
be done, for this study an estimate of 10 MJ is taken
which is roughly in line with the above considerations,
also shown in Fig. 13(c).

Owing to the expectation that a single large-scale
MHD event dominates the entire RE loss, it is possible
to defensibly predict the RE wetted area from first prin-
ciples by simply following orbits to the first wall. These
predictions were first shown in Figs. 7 and 8 and are
here summarized in Fig. 14 for DIII-D, JET, and ITER.
As can be seen, the MARS-F and KORC calculations
are rather favorable and consistent across devices. The
consistency is not surprising given the self-similar nature
of the device geometry and MHD instability across the
progression from mid to reactor scale. As such, the ex-
citation of the large-scale δB/B appears quite positive
for Ekin dispersal across devices. A key open question is
whether the large-scale δB/B will be realized, and how
large it will be. This question motivated the scans in Sec.
IV. Additional predictive value can be extracted from
MHD modeling from JOREK and M3D-C1, which are
capable of predicting the non-linearly saturated δB/B.
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This challenging work is underway, and will be validated
against data from existing devices.

C. Magnetic Energy Management via Reduced
Conversion to Kinetic Energy

Mitigation of the large Emag in ITER is the most se-
vere challenge for RE mitigation. Indeed, the best-case
scenario where Emag is dissipated uniformly to the en-
tire first-wall via radiation (100% wetted area) during the
CQ is still a significant energy load to the ITER blanket
modules54. Worse, the conversion of Emag to Ekin (with
Emag � Ekin) commonly results in localized loading, and
so is recognized as a key concern23,24. Figure 5 showed
the very favorable result of no conversion from Emag to
Ekin in JET for D2 benign terminations14, a finding that
was also reported in DIII-D13. This is a consequence of:
1) the large-scale δB/B promptly deconfining essentially
all REs, and 2) the relatively small avalanche gain factor
(nRE/nseed) of these devices. While the self-similarity
of MHD provides a basis to expect that the large-scale
δB/B will still expel essentially all REs in ITER, the
avalanche gain effect will be completely different from
DIII-D and JET to ITER. Consequently, the amplifica-
tion of any tiny residual RE population after the RE
loss (effectively the new seed) will exponentially increase
across these devices.

The changing landscape of the avalanche gain is shown
in Fig. 15, where the gain factor is plotted as a function of
injection quantity (high-Z and D2/H2, noting ITER plans
to use Ne and H2 as opposed to Ar and D2). The benefi-
cial effect of the high-Z ‘purge’20,21 driven by the D2 in-
jection is clear in both DIII-D and JET, where the Ar ex-
pulsion results in a significantly lower expected avalanche
gain. Indeed, dedicated scans of the Ar quantity in JET
discussed in Sec. IV B revealed the re-emergence of a
tiny RE beam (pictured in Fig. 4[c]) at the highest Ar
quantities and thus the highest avalanche gain factors ac-
cessed in JET. This indicates that the fractional RE loss
due to the large-scale δB/B may be insufficiently com-
plete, though the possible impact of the higher Ar frac-
tion on the MHD loss dynamics itself complicates this
picture. Considering ITER, as is well appreciated the
much larger RE current allows a dramatically enhanced
avalanche gain. Furthermore, the high-Z expulsion is less
beneficial to the expected gain in ITER, at least if the
H2 pellet is fully assimilated. If the H2 pellet is only frac-
tionally assimilated, a significant drop in avalanche gain
is predicted, but the final gain would still be very high
compared to if the H2 pellet were fully assimilated. As
such, a large avalanche gain in ITER is nearly impossible
to avoid.

Based on the expectation of a large avalanche gain in
ITER, the most likely scenario appears to be that the
large-scale δB/B results in a tiny but finite remnant RE
population. This tiny remnant then becomes the seed for
a re-avalanched lower current RE beam post-MHD loss,

akin to the higher Ar concentration points in the JET
dedicated scan described in Sec. IV B. While possibly
dangerous, it is important to note that so long as each
time Ekin is dispersed with large wetted area and the
remnant RE is small, the entire process could in prin-
ciple be safely repeated a few times. Each loss event
would shed a fraction of the initial RE current, resulting
in progressively lower Emag and avalanche gain. The key
difference then is that the normally localized and contin-
uous RE loss is replaced by a few discrete loss events each
with large wetted area. Each discrete event would then
result in the minimum level of Emag to Ekin conversion.
This scheme is pictured graphically in Fig. 16.

A key question for extrapolation to ITER is conse-
quently whether the benign termination can be accessed
multiple discrete times within a single post-disruption
evolution, or whether the second loss event would be
non-benign (like the high-Z cases). Based on the expec-
tation that a recombined state is required to access the
large δB/B, it may be further required to inject addi-
tional H2 pellets after each loss event. This is because
the transfer of the RE current into the bulk will drive
ionization of the background plasma, at least until the
RE beam re-avalanches towards carrying the full current.
If the high-Z impurities remain expelled, the recombi-
nation may happen naturally. Regardless, injection of
multiple H2 pellets either via a pre-programmed train or
asynchronous triggering on the final loss MHD instabil-
ity is technically feasible with the multi-barrel SPI system
presently planned as the day-one ITER DMS. Various el-
ements and open questions of this scheme can be tested
in present-day tokamaks and also during the ITER pre-
fusion power operation phase.

VI. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY

Observations on DIII-D and JET reveal a novel benign
RE mitigation scenario that has been proven to result
in unmeasurable wall heating despite very high values of
IRE and Emag. While further experimentation and mod-
eling is needed, these results open an unexpected alter-
nate pathway for RE mitigation in ITER: inject D2/H2

and promote the excitation of large-scale MHD by cross-
ing the low qa stability boundary while in the recombined
background plasma state enabled by the D2/H2 injection.
Recombination is understood to occur via an increase in
the neutral conduction of the Ohmic input power, re-
sulting in the temperature falling until ionization can
no longer be maintained21. Excitation of the large-scale
MHD is found to be promoted by D2 injection, and the
largest and fastest δB/B is found when the background
plasma is recombined while crossing the stability bound-
ary, consistent with previous theoretical work41. Exper-
imental access to the large-scale δB/B is found when
crossing the low qa (∝ aBT /IP ) stability boundary by
all paths: increasing IP , decreasing BT , or decreasing
a, both in vertically stable and unstable situations - so
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FIG. 16. Cartoon scheme of ITER DMS actuation to exploit
the D2+MHD RE mitigation path. The large avalanche gain
in ITER will likely require a few cycles of the D2+MHD loss
events. Note ITER plans to use H2 in place of D2 in the DMS.

long as the plasma remains recombined. The large-scale
MHD is found in experiment and modeling to greatly
increase the RE wetted area, providing a favorable path-
way to disperse the RE Ekin without localized melting.
If the MHD is large enough, the large-scale δB/B decon-
fines the RE population with a non-measurable remnant
RE population, precluding Emag to Ekin conversion in
present devices. Extended MHD modeling confirms the
prompt transfer of the entire RE current into Ohmic bulk
current found in existing devices. Extrapolation of this
novel RE mitigation scheme to ITER requires account-
ing for the much larger avalanche gain expected, which
could drive re-avalanche of even a tiny remnant RE pop-
ulation post-MHD. However, if the initial loss is benign,
the scheme can in principle be repeated a few times until
the total current can no longer re-avalanche any remnant
RE population. Validating the repeatability of access to
the “D2+MHD” path in situations with high D2 purity

yet large avalanche gain is thus highlighted as a key vali-
dation step that cannot be accessed on present-day toka-
maks and awaits pre-fusion power operation in ITER.
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